Office Order

Chief Secretary, GNCTD had taken a meeting on 20.07.2020 in which instructions were given to take necessary steps for immediate removal of stagnant water resulting due to the incessant rain in Delhi. Accordingly, following instructions are to be complied with:

Concerned EE (Civil) as well as EE (Elect.) will coordinate with other agencies namely, NDMC, three MCDs, DJB, I&FC, DDA, DSIIDC, Railway etc by personally contacting with them and work as team at the Local level failing which responsibility will be fixed. Non-performance of works contract related with removing the waterlogging problem may also attract fixing of responsibility on concerned Engineers (being a public servant) apart from action for contractual liabilities.

Round the clock, Control Room at office of Engineer-in-Chief (PWD) is being maintained to achieve the effectiveness in the field. Concerned EE looking after the pumping out arrangement work at the waterlogged area shall also maintain a Log Book indicating the following:-

(a) Stagnant Problems area identified.
(b) Step taken to pump out/remove stagnant water.
(c) Time taken to pump out water.
(d) Proof in terms of video/photograph and reporting to higher officers to remove stagnant water.

All controlling officers will ensure any good work supported by the documents be put up to higher officer so that same can be forwarded to Pr. Secretary (PWD) for recording appreciation in the APARs. Similarly, if any lapse is found, all controlling officers will submit these cases to higher officer so that same can be forwarded to Pr. Secretary (PWD) for fixing the responsibility by him on the concerned officer/officers. It may be noted that apart from taking Departmental action adverse entries may also be recorded against the Government officers in the APARs.

This issues with the approval of Engineer-in-Chief.

Director (Works),
o/o E-in-C, PWD

Copy to:-
1. Pr. Secretary (PWD) for information w.r.t. Dy. No. PSPWD/2020/1783-84 dated 20.07.2020.
2. All Pr. Chief Engineers / Chief Engineers / in PWD for necessary action.
3. All SEs (Civil/Elect.) / EEs (Civil/Elect.) / AEs (Civil/Elect.) in PWD through PWD website for necessary action.